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I. Introduction 
The first Uttar Pradesh government of the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) with an absolute majority under the 

leadership of Mayawati Ji held for the first time in the history of the country a historic “Kisan Panchayat” of 

representatives of farmers on June 02, 2011 for land acquisition and solution to other problems of farmers and 

framed a “new progressive land acquisition” and solution to other problems of farmers and framed a “new 

progressive land acquisition policy” for protecting interests of farmers and ensured that farmers become partners 

in development, and because of this reason developers would henceforth take land directly from farmers for 

their projects and the role of the government and administration would be merely of a “facilitator”. 

The farmer society is the backbone of India and he is not at all opposed to development, rather they have always 

been a votary of development, but they also wants that development should be such as would not render them 

without help, homeless and unemployed and the future of their family would not become dark. 

The conduct, character and the face of the Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi and his BJP government is in no 

way pro-poor and pro-farmer and is totally antagonistic to the poor, farmers and the common people and it 

appears to be in every respect as wedded to interests of big capitalists, super-rich and the corporate world 

against which there is a need to remain alert and vigilant: Ms. Mayawati Ji, BSP National President, MP (Rajya 

Sabha) and former Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh. 

 

II. Land Acquisition on Policy of Miss Mayawati Ji verses Mr. Narendra Modi Ji 

As it is known to everyone, the first law relating to land acquisition in India was made by the British 

government in the “year 1894”, which has been in force here even after Independence.  It not only had lot of 

shortcomings, but also left a lot of scope for exploitation of farmers, which has been leading to a situation of 

“confrontation” between farmers and the government every now and then in some state or the other in the 

country. 

As a result, different state governments have been mostly facing discontent of farmers and these incidents have 

often had an adverse impact on the law and order situation in the concerned area, and we are aware that BSP 

party’s governments in Uttar Pradesh too have had to pass through this bad phase. 
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Therefore, in such a situation, for bringing about necessary improvements in the years old land acquisition law 

of 1894 by amending it, BSP party and the government made written request several times to the Central 

Government to evolve a “new National land acquisition policy”.  But when the Central Government did not pay 

proper attention to our pleading, then BSP party and the government took a decision based upon its experience 

that a proper solution to problems of farmers is possible only when direct consultation is held with them and 

some proper progressive decision is taken with their agreement. 

Taking “a new positive initiative” in this regard, BSP party’s government, formed for the first time with an 

absolute majority in Uttar Pradesh, organized a historic “Kisan Panchayat” of representatives of farmers for the 

first time in the history of the country on “June 02, 2011” and framed a pro-farmer “new progressive land 

acquisition policy” and implemented it with an immediate effect in Uttar Pradesh. 

An especial feature of this new Uttar Pradesh land acquisition policy was that it was fully based on “rules of 

agreement”.  At the same time, under a provision made for private developers of big land plots, my BSP 

government took an “unprecedented decision” that developers would henceforth take land as per requirements 

of their projects directly from farmers, in other words, instead of acquisition, land would be directly transferred 

to developers by farmers, and in such cases the government and the administration would play the role of merely 

a “facilitator”. 

For projects of this kind, a package deal would be prepared by developers by holding talks with farmers in 

villages and reaching a mutual agreement.  This package would be decided with concurrence of at least 70 per 

cent of affected farmers and under it two options would be available: 

First Option: Under it 16 per cent of the entire area of the acquired (transferred) land would be developed and 

given to farmers free of cost. 

Second Option: Under it an affected farmer from out of the 16 per cent of the total area of the acquired 

(transferred) land to be given after development would be able to get a certain percentage of developed land in 

accordance with a mutual agreement and against the remaining permissible portion of the total developed land 

he would be given a cash compensation.  At the same time, in the matter of transferred land to be given to 

farmers, no development charge or cess for change of land use would be payable by developers. 

Besides, some other benefits were provided to farmers such as every farmer whose land would be acquired or 

transferred would be given an annuity at the rate of Rs. 23,000 per acre for 33 years, which would be in addition 

to land compensation.  This annuity would be increased at the rate of Rs.800 per acre every year, which would 

be payable every year in the month of July.  And if any farmer would not like to take the annuity, he would be 

given a lump sum rehabilitation grant at the rate of Rs. 2, 76,000 per acre. 

And if land acquisition or transfer is made for the purpose of any company, an option would be available to 

farmers to take company shares equivalent to 25 per cent of the lump sum rehabilitation grant.  Besides, a 

member out of every family rendered totally landless because of its land transfer, in other words, because of 

acquisition, would also be given a job in the institution/company in the private sector commensurate with his 

qualifications. 

At the same time, every affected family with agricultural land in the project areas, entire land of which has been 

acquired or transferred, would be for compensating the loss of its means of livelihood given a lump sum 

financial assistance equivalent to the minimum agricultural wages for five years.  Also, affected families which 

because of land acquisition of transfer become marginal farmers would be given a lump sum financial assistance 

equivalent to the minimum agricultural wages for five hundred days. 

Similarly, the affected families that become small farmers would be given a lump sum financial assistance 

equivalent to the minimum agricultural wages for 375 days.  And it an affected family belongs to the category of 

landless labourers or non-landless labourer, it would be given a lump sum financial assistance equivalent to the 

minimum agricultural wages for 625 days.  Similarly, every displaced family would be paid additionally a lump 

sum amount equivalent to the minimum agricultural wages for 250 days.  In industrial development authorities, 

hereditary farmers would be given land equivalent to 7 per cent of the total acquired land as usual on the 

conditions fixed earlier.  

Besides these benefits, government provided exemption to farmers from the stamp duty and registration fee 

payable by them on the developed land to be transferred to them.  Besides, if less than 70 per cent of farmers 

affected by any project given their concurrence, the project would be reconsidered.  Thus, my BSP government 

besides implementing unprecedented provisions for the benefit of the farmers to be affected by land acquisition 

also ensured it that “farmers have full partnership in the matter of development”. 

Not only this, rather Uttar Pradesh Government also made a written request to the Central Government to make 

a “new national land acquisition Policy” by endorsing this new progressive land acquisition policy of Uttar 

Pradesh so that problems relating to land acquisition are solved in other states also like in Uttar Pradesh.  And it 

is a matter of satisfaction that when the UPA Government made a “new national land acquisition law” in place 

of the law made by the Britishers years ago in 1894 it also incorporated a lot of policies of my government in 

the new law enacted in 2013 relating to land acquisition and rehabilitation at the national level, which also 
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included provisions of concurrence of 70 per cent of affected farmers and revocation of ownership of the land if 

no industry is established on it for five years after the land acquisition.  

Although all you know that most of the efforts of BSP party and its movement are directed towards attaining the 

missionary goal of “Social Transformation and Economic Emancipation” and for attaining this very goal, all 

the power and resources at our disposal are fully best utilized, BSP party’s government thought it necessary to 

pay adequate attention towards interests and welfare of labourers, agricultural workers and farmers in Uttar 

Pradesh.  

One of the main reasons of this was that all these people, particularly the people of the farmer society, appeared 

to us everywhere and in every respect very unhappy because of gross negligence and exploitation of the people 

of these classed by the governments of different parties including the Congress, BJP and the Samajwadi Party 

(SP). 

Keeping this in view, my BSP government in Uttar Pradesh first of all hiked the minimum wages for labourers, 

then distributed vacant government land among lakhs of agricultural labourers and took the initiative of framing 

a “new progressive land acquisition policy” in the interests of farming community (farmers), which was 

appreciated a great deal. 

The main objective behind these efforts of Mayawati’s (BSP) government was to reduce the increasing chasm 

between the poor and the rich, to reduce terrific inequality between them in respect of income and wealth so that 

the dream of the India Constitution to establish an “Economic Democracy” can be realized in the country.  In 

this regard, it is Mayawati’s belief that growing inequalities of income and wealth among the people not only 

proves meaningless development” often touted by governments, but also shatters a golden dream of economic 

democracy in the country. 

This breeds an atmosphere of discontent, unrest, instability and discrimination in the country and the society.  

Today there is unrest and instability not only in India, but in most of developing countries because of this very 

reason that inequality of income and wealth has been increasing a great deal between the poor and the rich.  

As long as a proper benefit of development does not reach the poor, farmers and the general public in the 

country and their income is not augmented, it cannot at all be regarded as proper development.  This is why 

“Most revered Baba Saheb Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar” had been throughout his life advocating and waging a 

relentless struggle for reaching a proper benefit of capital growth in the country not to a handful of capitalists, 

but to the poor and the general masses.  

But the BJP government of the present Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi without bothering at all about these 

pro-poor matters and in support of interests of only a “handful of big capitalists, superrich and the corporate 

world”  and for reaching them “improper benefits” has only recently taken an arbitrary and unilateral decision 

to bring about an extremely anti-farmer amendment to the law made in 2013 and for this the union cabinet gave 

approval to an amendment to the “Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation, Transparency in relocation and Right to 

Proper Compensation Law 2013” and rather than make it as a law by bringing forward a “Bill” in Parliament, 

exercised in great haste the last option of promulgating an “Ordinance”, and now the reasons given by the BJP 

and the Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi about the land acquisition amendment appear as very wrong to all 

the people.  In other words, the Narendra Modi government considering it necessary to promulgate immediately 

an “ordinance” for amendment appears even at the first glance as an anti-farmer and extremely improper step 

taken purely to serve the interest of capitalists.  

In the event of land acquisition, provisions for a time-bound assessment of its social impact, end of ownership of 

the acquired land if the projected industry is not established even during five years after land acquisition, 

obtaining concurrence of 70 per cent of farmers before acquisition and action against government employees not 

complying properly with the law have been totally removed from this law.  At the same time, definition of a 

family affected by land acquisition is also being changed by the BJP-led NDA government, which is improper.  

However, as far as the allegation of making available to big industrial houses and capitalists land far in excess of 

their requirement and their not making its proper use and, in fact, making an improper gain by taking loan etc., 

from banks and diverting (using) this money elsewhere for profits is concerned, it is absolutely correct and my 

party, the BSP, is fully in agreement with the allegation that first “the government of the Congress Party used 

every possible trick to acquire land of farmers and give it to companies.  The UPA government of the Congress 

during its ten years of mal-governance acquired thousands of hectares of land of farmers in the name of SEZ 

(Special Economic Zone) and gave these to industries.” 

In this regard, the standing committee of Parliament and the CAG (Comptroller and Auditor General) have 

disclosed that only about half of the valuable land of farmers that had been acquired in the name of SEZ during 

the time of the Congress-led government was utilized for the purpose, while the remaining half was cornered by 

the industrial sector.  

As a matter of fact, it was as a result of this kind of anti-farmer conspiracies and strongly pro-capitalist 

motivations that the Congress Party had been forced to make a “new and strict land acquisition law” in 2013, 

and seeing all round support to it, the BJP also changed its stance and gave its support to the law in Parliament 

and also accepted some of the amendments then.  But now that the  BJP has its government in the Centre it has 
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started seeing a lot of flaws in that very new land acquisition law, and faced with widespread public pressure the 

Narendra Modi government has started talking about nine amendments, which are very ordinary and of very 

little impact. 

III. Conclusion 
 What can be said is that on the whole the conduct, character and the face that the government of the Prime 

Minister Mr. Narendra Modi has not from any angle pro-poor and pro-farmer and it totally antagonistic to the 

poor, farmers and the common masses (people) and at the same time appears in every way wedded to interests 

of big capitalists, super-rich and the corporate. 

For being alert and vigilant against it and also to “expose”, the BSP has decided to organise a countrywide 

programme of agitation all over the country.  Also, the respective state government’s “wrong policies and 

programmes”, towards their people will be exposed during the agitation. 

Under this country-wide movement, first of all, in the first phase, “Dharna-demonstrtions” etc., would be 

organised at all the district headquarters in the state of Uttar Pradesh from April 27, 2015 (Monday) at 11.00 

hours by the BSP and after this dharna and demonstration on the same pattern would be organised in other states 

of the country in the interest and honour of farmers from May 02, 2015 (Saturday), 1100 hours.  For making 

these successful, a forceful appeal is being made to the party people of all levels to cooperate with their all 

resources, physical, mental and financial. 
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